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ABSTRACT 

Future large constellations are being proposed that may include hundreds to thousands of satellites, spread across 
multiple orbit altitudes in LEO, some of which are already highly populated. The long-term hazard to the safe 
operational space environment’s utility posed by these new constellations is not fully understood.  The magnitude of 
debris generated via explosions and collisions with other space objects will be significantly influenced by the 
constellation characteristics, and the post-mission disposal success rate these satellite operators can achieve. 

This study models the future orbital environment for debris based on different levels and types of space activity and 
post-mission disposal success rates. The future constellation model (FCM) utilized in the study consists of numerous 
constellations representative of proposed systems. These constellations manifest a wide range of characteristics 
relevant to their impact on the future debris environment, including mission and disposal orbits, satellite counts, 
masses, and areas.  This FCM is modeled along with (1) the background population of known space objects, (2) a 
future population of LEO through GEO satellites, upper stages, and mission-related debris generated at a similar rate 
to the last 10 to 15 years of launches, and (3) a population of continuously replenishing constellations (CRC) that 
includes Iridium, Globalstar, and Orbcomm in LEO, and MEO navigation satellites. 

The probability of successful post-mission disposal is varied across many scenarios from 100% down to 10% 
success.  Unsuccessfully disposed satellites are modeled to either remain in their operational orbit after end-of-life or 
along the ascent or disposal paths.  Given the satellite count, size, mass, and replenishment cadence of each 
constellation, combined with the varying disposal success rate, each scenario can be parameterized to simple 
undisposed object metrics.  Here we examine total undisposed satellite count per year, total undisposed mass per 
year, and undisposed mass per year adjusted for average cross-sectional area.  By parameterizing in this way, the 
environmental impact of all the scenarios with different satellite counts and physical characteristics can be compared 
on a normalized plot. This enables environmental effects to be examined over a very broad range of parameters. 

Scenarios are modeled and analyzed in a Monte Carlo simulation using the Aerospace Debris Environment 
Projection Tool (ADEPT), with all populations interacting simultaneously to generate explosions and collisions.  
The accounting of the resultant debris for a specified scenario is done in post-processing, enabling many 
combinations of constellation traffic to be examined.  The result of parameterizing the scenarios by the disposal rate 
and constellation characteristics shows that there is a strong correlation between the rate of undisposed satellite mass 
and the impact to the future space environment.  The constellation altitudes, planned disposal duration, and total 
satellite counts and sizes also contribute to the results, but these are often second-order effects compared to the 
simple sum of undisposed mass left on orbit. The parametrization over a wide range of characteristics enables 
general observations about the relationship of satellite operator behavior to debris environment evolution. Specific 
activities are also examined in this more general format which can include effects of explosion rates and behavior of 
the evolution of 1- 10 cm debris populations.  
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